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Lazarus Acres 
Harry Andrews 
Fergus Arundel 
Charlotte Brown 
Ashtyn Burnside 
Mikayla Cairney 
Ali Choudhry 
Athena Day 
Zhuofan Dong 
George Jefford  
 

Xinzhi Li 
Christine Murray 
Christine Nguyen 
Kat Parker 
Indiana Petkovic 
Kathryn Ruddick 
Cameron Aleksandor Sharrock 
Zina Sofer 
Pam Swanborough 
Hongjia Wen 
Lala Zarei



Harry Andrews



Best in Show



Fluffy dog



Fat Dog



Koons Dog



Dead Dog



Cyber Dog



1. Print double sided with shortest edge selected on basic 100gsm A4 printer paper   
2. Cut 5.5 cm from the centre of the images along the longest side of the paper 

 

3. Cut another piece of plain paper the same way, it should be 11cm wide 
4. Using a bone folder fold the pages in half individually so they look like this 

 
5. Using an awl and something to hold the paper create three holed two 2.5cm from each edge 

and one dead centre in a folded scrap piece of paper (this will be your template) 
6. Line the template up with the pages of the book one by one and use the template to create 

holes in it 
7. Once all the holes are made use white waxed thread and a needle to bind the book 
8. The bind is a 3 hole pamphlet stich, go in through the centre hole, out through the top, in 

through the bottom and the back out through the centre.  

 
9. Tie off the two threads then cut off any excess. 
10. To create the cover use a metal tin or other round object then cut around it using a Stanley 

knife.  

 
11. Use a guillotine or scissors to cut two length of paper  

 
 

12.  Cut the two lengths diagonally  

 
13. Place the pieces of paper together as so and then sticky tape them down. 

  
14. On the front of the medal draw #1. 

 
15.  Fold sticky tape and place on the back of the ribbon and stick to the cover 
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